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About This Game

The sequel to the best-selling worldwide hit "Farming Simulator" has loads of new features!

Assume the role of a farmer experiencing the challenge of 18 hour days running a new farm in the middle of beautiful rolling
countryside.

You start the game by choosing from a small collection of vehicles and machinery to explore your fairly sparse farmland which
measures just 4 km. As you progress through the game you complete a variety of tasks like breeding and feeding the cows or

spreading manure, milking, plowing, seeding and baling to build up wealth to invest in newer and better equipment and
machinery.

Multi-player mode allows you to manage your farm together with friends over the Internet or local area network.
With career mode you take on the role of a young farmer and experience the workaday life of the countryside in a completely

adaptable world.
Choose from loads of authentic licensed farming equipment including tractors, combine harvesters, plows, seeders and balers.

Thanks to the licensing of machinery from leading manufacturers including DEUTZ-FAHR, KRONE, HORSCH, PÖTTINGER
and VOGEL & NOOT you are able to take control of authentic farming equipment.

FEATURES:

Career mode with business section and cattle breeding

Multi-player mode for playing together with friends over Internet/LAN
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Large new vehicle fleet with authentic agricultural machines by DEUTZ-FAHR, KRONE, HORSCH, PÖTTINGER and
VOGEL & NOOT

Lots of sophisticated equipment

Computer controlled helpers

Gamepad and steering wheel support
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I haven't played a ton of Fake World, but it's a pretty dang fun VR game for the price. Mechanically, it's a spatial awareness
relient full surround shooter. The graphics are plain, but pleasing to the eye in VR. The throw-move system is interesting and a
unique way to handle 3D VR movement with full-surround shooting. If it's still cheap (I got it for $0.99) consider picking it up
for the novelty of the experience.. I have been playing around with CopperCube the past couple of weeks and I have fallen in
love. 1 being that it is easy to get something simple up and running but also the option and simplistic coding. I start messing with
the action and coding behaviors and find it to be quite easy when following their tutorial (but I am coding savvy). Graphic wise
it isn't Unity but I am not out to make a AAA game either.

I am running this on my Surface 3 so anyone who comes across my review I would say it runs smoothly on it and isn't a resource
hog which is a huge plus to me.

Things I would like to see in the future of this product:
-Built in script editor vs the current Script Window just to run and test scripts.

-An Option to remove textures and Models from the current project library would be nice. Or maybe instead of a Prefab
Window (just an option to open it)replace it with a Project Resource Window for the user to have access to things only currently
used in the active project. Yes, there is the Scene Graph but when you have something that you want to have in the scene
multiple times it would be better to be able to drag and drop versus right click the object and cloning then moving. (That's just
my opinon) or searching for it again in the Prefab library. Make it easier to organize content that is just for that project. Having
the Del key to delete items in the library would be very helpful.

-Maybe an option to specifiy more than one type of vegatation image to make landscapes feel more organic. Also the option to
have an Array of trees to be placed so that landscape trees would look more varied. With trees comes bushes since there is a tree
generator maybe a bush generator.

Well, I hope that my review would be able to help anyone. I am curious if a 6 is in the works and would love to find any
progress updates.
. The game even in the early access state lookes good, performes well and has a simple and working gameplay.
THink of Left4Dead as a stationary shooter in an arcade. It is nothing that you would play for hours without break, but with VR
I notice I hardly ever play longer then 45 min in one session anyway.

The weapon audio could be improved, sounds a bit tame compared to the zombies.

This is one of the VR titles I will come back to frequently for a quick game.
It is simply fun.. Fun to play with friends! Love the cartoon characters.. comprei este jogo barato e os gr\u00e1ficos s\u00e3o
razo\u00e1veis mas a estabilidade deixa muito a desejar, em vinte e dois minutos de jogo crashou duas vezes, exactamente no
mesmo lugar, no primeiro mapa. Mesmo que eu goste de dar suporte a equipes de jogos indie, especialmente de pa\u00edses
onde quase n\u00e3o existe equipes a fazer jogos, neste dia e idade n\u00e3o tenho paciencia para fazer de "bug tester". Eu
estava pronto para perdoar a jogabilidade simplistica, tamb\u00e9m a Hist\u00f3ria simplistica e at\u00e9 "voice acting" mau,
que at\u00e9 \u00e9 mais ou menos na minha opini\u00e3o, mas o que n\u00e3o posso perdoar \u00e9 um jogo inst\u00e1vel
que crasha muito. Infelizmente devido a este facto vou ter de dizer que n\u00e3o recomendo o jogo.

Even tho I bought it cheap and it looks good, its stability leaves something to be desired, in 22 minuts of play crashed two times
exactly in the same spot in the first level and even tho I love to support indie teams, specially from countries where game
developement is almost non existent, on this day and age I have no patience to be a bug tester anymore. I was ready to forgive
the simplistic gameplay, simplistic story and even bad voice acting, if that was the case that is not but I just can't forgive a
unstable crash prone game. So unfortunatly i will have to not recomend this game.

Sorry for the bad english not my mother language.. It's a really fun game!. Okish worms clone. I didn't like the UI.. Where are
the Eurostar 374s & 373s?
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This game is pretty fun so far, it's a bit like Excite Bike meets Trials. If you have a monitor that runs at higher than 60hz though
you should set it to run at 60hz or the game runs too fast, which is a bit rubbish.. The best Hidden Object game around IMHO!!.
Great DLC! Although it would be better if the lights were actually casted and water would spot the windows in the rain.. Superb
translation of the board game. The AI isn't too bad and often provides a good challenge, which is impressive given the number
of different races and special powers they can be combined with. The online and local multiplayer options are truly superb. The
game isn't without some bugs however, the android version often crashes but works ok when rebooted and the final scores
occasionally disappear only to reappear a few days later. This can be quite frustrating when all you want to do is see who won.
The DLCs only work on the platform they've been purchased on, so a steam DLC won't work on android or IOS - you can
however, continue or join a game started using the DLCs on a platform where you don't own them. The game is great fun,
particularly if you like the boardgame but I've introduced it to friends who've never heard of the boardgame and they've loved it
too.. If you want to scratch that match-three itch, with a non-Candy-Crush-RMT-esque-vibe, try the demo -- it's free!

If the demo makes you want to buy it, be _just_ a little careful.. The first levels are fun and easy, but there are some difficulty
jumps to deal with. As in, annoying dynamics that seem to auto-lose you the level you're currently on, several times.

Not that there's anything like permadeath in this game -- the Casual tag is earned. Quite the opposite, you can grind earlier levels
for deployable upgrades. It's just that, they're _random_ in their placement, and they still mostly depend on "gem" color.

The gameplay is fast, the characters are cute -- it's the perfect time-waster I've been looking for. Recommended.. Awesome
game! Depends on what you like. If your into Farming and want a outstanding simulator then check this game out! Really
pleased and amazed by the work.

Ford7000Man 28/1/16. great local mp game :)
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